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Buddhist－Christian　Apologetics　in　Seven　Stages＊
Tokiyuki　Nobuhara
　　This　essay　is　written　as　the　introduction　to　my　larger　enterprise　in　book
form　under　the　title　of　Buddhist－（lhrisガan　Apologetics　in　Seven　Stages：Let
God　Be　Proved乃ve　Globally　through　Dialogue　with　Buddh　ism．　My　basic
intention　as　implied　in　the　title　is　to　propose　and　demonstrate　that　Buddhist－
Christian　dialogue　is　theologically　significant　today　in　that　it　serves　the
pulpose　of　centuries－old　Christian　discipline　of　apologetics　a食esh　precisely
by　doing　justice　to　and　incorporating　fUlly　into　its　core　the　depth　and　width
of　Buddhist　wisdom．　In　Part　One：”Buddhist　Christian　Apologetics　in
Outline”let　me　clarify　the　meaning　of　this　statement　in　reference　to　some　of
the　most　authentic　proponents　of　apologetic　theology　in　the　history　of
Christianity：（1）John　B．　Cobb，　Jr．　and　Paul　Tillich；（2）Gottfiried　Wilhelm
von　Leibniz；（3）and　Martin　Luther　and　P．　T．　Fors抽．
　　In　Part　Two：”Buddhist－Christian　Apologetics　and　Ashok　Gangadean”I
will　present（4）my　own　proposal　of　Buddhist－Christian　apologetics　as　it
unfblds　in　seven　stages　which，　as　will　be　shown　Iater，　can　be　compared　with
Ashok　Gangadean’s　vision　of　the　seven　stages　of　deep－dialogue．　Thus，　I
hope　to　open　up　a　new　avenue　to　conceiving　systematic　theology　as　it
emerges　through　dialogue　with　Buddhism．
Part　One∴Bu4とthist－Chris”an　Apologetics∫η0碗1’ηθ
1．John　B．　Cobb，　Jr．°s　Mo髄f　of”Beyond　Dialogue，，　and　Paul　Timch，s
　　　Method　of　Correl醐on
　　The　above－mentioned　intention　of　apologetic　theology　was　once
brilliantly　demonstrated　by　John　B．　Cobb，　Jr．　in　reference　to　the　title　of　his
bookβ超ソond　1）ialogue！Toward　aルlvtual　1》ransf（）r〃latゴo〃qズChristianiリノ
and　Buddhism（1983）．　Cobb　writes：
It　is　o丘en　st1℃ssed　that廿1e　p町x）se　of　dialogue　is　not　to　convert．　PeoP豆e　of
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other　religious　Ways　will　not　enter　the　dialogue　if　its　p即ose，仕om　the
Christian　side，　is　to　conve紬em　to　Christianity．　One　cont血uing　pmblem
wi止establishng　dialogue　is　that　so　many　are　suspicious　that　for　Christians
this　is　another　instrument　of　conversion．　Therefore　dialogue　must　limit　itSelf
to　an　exchange　that　is　not　intended　to　fUlfill　its　own　deeper　intentions！
Precisely　fbr　that　reason　we　must　go　beyond　dialogue．　If　we　are　serious
about　Jesus　Christ，　we　must　intend　that　others　leam　the　truth　of　Christ．　But
this　does　not　mean　that　we　can　fall　back　from　dialogue　tO　a　wimess　that　has
not　passed　dmugh　dialogue．㎞stead　we　must　pass　through　a　dialogue　hl
which　we　tmly　hear　the　tmth　that　the　other　has　to　teach　us．1
　　Passing　through　a　dialogue　into　a　mutual　leaming－this　is　what　is　meant
by　Cobb　when　he　speaks　of”beyond　dialogue．t“This　new　theological　thmst
is　distinctively　different　fヒom　the　motif　of　the　old－type　mission　apologetics
as　espoused　by　missiologists，　such　as　Julius　Richter．　As　is　well　known，　in　his
inaugural　address　befbre　the　senate　of　the　theological　faculty　ofBerlin　on　his
appointment　to　the　chair　of　the　Science　of　Missions　Richter　declared：
Mission　apOlogetics　is　that　branch　of　theology　which　in　opposition　to　the
non－Christian　religions，　shows　the　Christian　religion　to　be　the　Way，　the
Trutti　and　the　Life；which　soekS　to　dispOssess　the　non－Christiameligions　and
to　plant血their　stead　in　the　soil　of　heathen　national　lifb　the　evangelic　faith
and　Christian　life．2
　　Cobb’s　motif　of　a　mutUal　leaming，　in　the　sense　of　what　he　calls　mutual
transfbrmation　of　Christianity　and　any　other　religious　Ways，　such　as
Buddhism，　is　put　forward　more　emphatically　as　follows：
To　hear　in　an　authentic　way　the　truth　which　the　other　has　to　teach　us　is　to　be
transformed　by　that　truth．　Once　we　have　heard　the　truth　of　Islam，　our
Christian　witness　cannot　remain　what　it　was．　And　in　our　day　only　those
Christians　who　have　really　heard　that　truth　can　deserve　a　serious　hearing
丘om　Mus1㎞．　Fu曲er，　only　those　Christians　who　have　been　transformed　by
appropriation　of　the　universal　tmth　fbund　in　other　religious　Ways　can
proclaim　the　universal　tmth　of　Jesus　Christ　without　a　false㎞perialism．　It
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will　be　’in　the　process　of　multiple　dialogUe　that　the　Christian　movement　as　a
whole　will　ga㎞an　adequate　understand㎞g　of　the　universal　tmth　of　Jesus
C㎞st　on　a　new　and㎜re伽舳l　level．（BD，　iX）
　　Cobb，s　Christian　universalism　professed　as　in　the　above　has　as　its　method
the　movement　of　passing　over　to　the　side　of　other　religious　Ways（in　his
case，　Mahayana　Buddhism）and　of　coming　back　to　the　side　of　Christian　faith
now　transformed　and　emiched　by　the　incorporation　of　the　universal　truth
found　in　them（see　BD，　Chs．4and　5）．　Significantly　enough，　this
methodological　movement　reminds　us　of　Paul　Tillich，s　motif　of　apologetic
theology　with　its　method　of　correlation　as　far　as　the　back　and　forth　motif　of
apologetic　theology　is　concemed．　However，　compared　with　the　former　the
latter　sounds　less　dynamic　because　it　lacks　the　element　of　mutual
transformation　of　Christianity　and　other　religious　Ways　such　as　Buddhism．
In　order　to　elucidate　what　is　uniquely　new　in　Cobbgs　apologetics　of　going
”beyond　dialogue”Ithink　I　need　to　examine　some　of　the　major　contents　of
Tillich’s　endeavor　in　systematic　theology　anew．
　　It　is　well　known　that　Paul　Tillich　depicts　the　motif　of　apologetic　theology
vividly　in　his　Systematic　Theologソ，　VoL　I　as　fbllows：
Apologetic　theology　is°’answering　theology．”It　answers　the　questions
implied　in　the”situation’，　in　the　PQwer　of　the　eternal　message　and　With　the
means　proVided　by　the　situation　whose　questions　it　answers．3
　　From　Tillich’s　perspective，”situation，”as　the　pole　of　all　theological　work，
does　not　refer　to　the　psychological　or　sociological　state　in　which　individuals
or　groups　live；rather，　it　refers　to　the　scientific　and　artistic，　the　economic，
political，　and　ethical　forms　in　which　they　express　their　interpretation　of
existence（ST，1，3－4）．　If　so，　what　Tillich　means　by　the　situation　is　not　a　static
state　of　affairs　but　a　dynamic　human　situation　in　which　we　humans　by　way
of　selfLinterpretation　are　incessantly　in　search　of　meaning　in　our　existence．
Hence，　Tillich　articulates　the　meaning　of　the　situation　fbr　theology　with
these　words：
The”situation”theology　must　consider　is　the　creative　interpretation　of
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existence，　an　interpretation　which　is　carried　on　hl　every　period　of　history
under　al1㎞（IS　of　psychological　and　sociological　conditions．　The”situation”
certainly　is　not　independent　of　these　factors．　However，　theo豆ogy　deals　with
the　cultural　expression　they　have　found　in　practice　as　well　as　i　1　theory　and
wnh　these　conditioning　factors　as　such．　Thus　theology　is　not　concemed　with
the　political　split　between　East　and　West，　but　it　is　concemed　with　the
political　interpretation　of　this　split．　Theology　is　not　concemed　with　the
spread　of　menta1　diseases　or　With　our　increasing　awareness　of　them，　but　it　is
conc㎝ed　v舳出e　psychi細c　intelpre伽on　of血ese㏄nds．τhe”situation”
to　which　theology　must　respond　is　the　totality　of　man璽s　creative　selfL
interl）retation　in　a　specific　periOd．（ST，1，4）
　　So　saying，　Tillich　is　disclosing　that　as　a　theologian　he　is　responsively　or
responsibly　attending　to　the　human　self：interpretive　situation　in　which　we
find　ourselves　willy－nilly　insofar　as　we　are　human　beings．　In　other　words，
Tillich’s　major　theological　thrust　turns　out　to　be　an　apologetic　re－
interpretation　of　the　human　interpretation　of　our　existence　by　ourselves．
That　is，　he　is　concerned　apologetically－theologically　with　a　double
interpretation　of　human　existence．
　　At　this　juncture　there　arises　in　my　mind　a　cmcial　question：What　would
authentically　give　rise　to　the　human　interpretation　of　our　own　existence　in
each　and　any　culture　or　religion？Or，　put　differently，　what　does　enable　and
guarantee　us　to　ask　existential　questions　by　virtue　of　whicll　we　can
understand　and　interpret　ourselves　rightly？In　answer　to　these　questions　it
appears　to　me　that　our　human　selfLinterpretation　is　in　itself　an　unavoidable
answer　to　the　hidden　presence　of　the　energizer　of　our　questiolling　spirit，　the
philosophical　mind．
　　Ithink　Tillich　is　right　when　he　says，”The　analysis　of　existence，　including
tlle　development　of　the　questions　implicit　in　existence，　is　a　philosophical
task，　even　if　it　is　perf（）rmed　by　a　theologian，　and　if　the　theologian　is　a
reformer　like　Calvin”（ST，1，63）．　However，　it　seems　to　me　that　he　is　right
only　on　the　mundane　level　of　human　existence，　not　on　the　deeper　level　of
existence　where　we　are　faced　with　the　hidden　call　of　the　Godhead　silently
resonating　in　all　of　us　creatures，　and　which　in　Buddhism　appears　as　the
Buddhist　Emptiness　or　Dharmakaya　which　penetrates　and　pervades
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everything　in　the　universe．
　　If　we　include　in　our　u皿derstanding　of　the　situation　both　the　mundane　level
and　the　deeper，　mystical　level　of　existence，　then　it　turns　out　that　our
apologetic　theological　task　of　accounting　fbr　the　situation　is　a　double
business：namely，　it　must　engage　in　hearing　the　voice　ofthe　deeper，　mystical
Reality，　the　Godhead　in　Christian　Mysticism　or　Emptiness　in　Mahayana
Buddhism，　by　passing　over　to　the　side　of　the”situation”while　at　the　same
time　re－interpreting　this　voice　anew　in　light　of　the　Christ－event　by　coming
back　to　the　side　of　the　Christian　message．
　　Given　this　new　understanding　of　the　task　of　apologetic　theology，　it　now　is
clear　to　me　why　Cobb’s　apologetic　theological　motif　of　passing　over　to　the
Buddhist　realm　of　Emptiness　and　coming　back　to　the　Christian　witness　of
the　truth　of　Jesus　Christ　is　a　distinctively　new　one　as　compared　with　Tillich’s
apologetic　method　of　correlation．　What　is　important　here　is　to　acknowledge
the　deeper，　mystical　dimension　of　the”situation”as　encountering　us　in
Buddhism，　which　Kitaro　Nishida　refers　to　as　the　topos　of　absolute
Nothingness．4
皿．Godfried　’VVilhelm　von　LeibniZ　and　the　StructUre　of　B〃磁醜α掘吻π
　　　Apotogen’cs
At　the　present　stage　of　this　essay　I　have　co面㎜ed　that　what　is　implied　in
the”situation”is　not　only　the　mundane－historical　level　of　existence　but　also
the　deeper，　mystical　Reality．　Hence，　the　task　of　apologetic　theology　tums　out
not　only　to　be　an　answering　theology　in　response　to　the　human　endeavor　of
interpreting　our　own　existence，　as　Tillich　insists，　but　also　to　be　a　double
business　of　accounting　fbr　the　hidden　presence　of　the　Godhead　in　all
creatures　and　of　explicating　the　meaningfUlness　of　our　human　existence　in
light　of　the　Christ－event．
　　This　new　grasp　of　the　task　of　apologetic　theology，　in　my　view，　is　inherent
in　Cobb’s　idea　of”beyond　dialogue”giving　rise　to　a　mutUal　transformation
of　Christianity　and　Buddhism．　Then，　two　new　questions　present　themselves：
（1）What　is　that　which　enables　the　Christian　theologian　to　pass　over　to　the
realm　of　Buddhist　Emptiness？；and（2）What　is　that　which　energizes　him　or
her　to　come　back　to　Christian　faith　and　witness？Cobb　himself　does　not　seem
to　be　concemed　with　these　questions．　However，　they　are　crucial　as　far　as　we
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are　engaged　in　apologetic　theology　in　the　above－mentioned　double　sense．
　　It　is　precisely　with　these　two　questions　in　mind　that　I　recently　have　begun
reading　with　much　interest　Leibniz’s　essay”A　Vindication　of　God’s　Justice
Reconciled　with　His　Other　Perfections　and　All　His　Actions”contained　in　his
／lfonadology　and　Other」Ph　ilosoph　ical五7ssaアs．5Significantly　enough，　the
questions　fit　in　well　with　his　argument　in　the　essay．　Leibniz　begins　the
argument　fbr　a　vindication　of　God管s　justice　with　these　words：
Article　1．・
The　Apologetic　examination　of　the　cause　of　God　not　only　enhances　the
divine　glory，　but　also　serves　our　own　advantage．　It　may　move　us　to　honor　his
greatness，　that　is，　his　power　and　wisdom，　as　well　as　to　love　his　goodness　and
the　perfbctions　which　derive丘om　it，　namely，　his　justice　and　holiness，　and　to
㎞itate　them　as　much　as　it　is　in　our　power．　This　apology　contains　two　parts，
of　which　the丘rst　may　be　considered　as　rather　preparatory　and　the　second　as
the　principal．　The　first　pa1寸studies，　separately，　the　greatne∬αη4’乃ε
goodness　of　God，・the　second，　what　pertahls　to　these　two　perfbctions　taken
together，　hlcluding　the　providence　which　he　extend　to　all　creatures，　and　the
government　which　he　excercises　over　the　creatures　endowed　with
intelligence，　particularly　in　all　matters　conceming　Piety　and　salvation．
（MOPE，　l　l　4）
　　It　seems　to　me　that　the　motif　of　what　Leibniz　calls”honoring　the　greatness
of　God”is　appropriately　answering　my　first　question　conceming　that　which
enables　the　Christian　theologian　to　pass　over　to　the　realm　of　Buddhist
Emptiness　which　in　Christian　awareness　is　identifiable　with　the　Eckartian
sense　of　the　Godhead（Ger．，　Gottheit）as　distinct　from　God（Ger．，　Gott）．
And　the　motif　of　what　Leibniz　designates　as　the　love　of　God’s　goodness　and
the　perfections　which　derive　from　it　can　be　considered　as　rightly　answering
my　second　question　concerning　that　which　energizes　the　Christian
theologian　to　come　back　to　Christian　faith　and　witness．
　　Also，　the　important　fact，　as　far　as　my　proposal　of　Buddhist－Christian
apologetics　is　concemed，　is　that　in　both　cases　the　one　who　honors　the　Divine
greatness　and　loves　the　Divine　goodness　is　no－one　other　than　God　Godself
This　may　also　be　tnle　in　the　case　of　Shingon　Esoteric　Buddhism．　In　this　type
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of　Buddhism　the　One　Who　Has　Accomplished　All　Aims（Skr．，
Sarvathasiddha・r　Sarvasiddharta，’　Jpn．，　lss・i－9’プ・⑳一ゐ・satsu一襯肋∫・醜）
apPears　in　the　seat　of　enlightenment　as　the　enj　oyment－body（Jpn．，ノ脚o一綱
of　Mahavaかoca〃α（Jpn．，　Dairubishana－butsu　or　Dainichi－nyorai）or　of　the
personified　embodiment　of　the　Dharma－body　or　Emptiness．　Surrounded　by
imumerable　buddhas，　the　All－Aims－Accomplishing－One　calls　upon　them　to
ascertain　the　highest　Enlightenment　by　doing　justice　to　the　tmthfulness　of　all
buddhas　in　the　midst　of　difficult　and　painfu1　practices．6
　　What　I　am　acknowledging　now　is　the鉛ct　that　inherent　in　Leibnizian
apologetics　are　the　motif　of　passing　over　to　the　metaphysical－mystical
depths　of　our　existence　permeated　by　the　Godhead　or　Enlightenment　in
honoring　the　greatness　of　God　and　the　motif　of　coming　back　to　Christian
faith　and　witness　in　loving　the　goodness　of　God　and　the　perfections　which
derive　from　it．　In　a　word，　apologetics，　as　found　in　Leibniz，　is　a
philosophica1－theological　endeavor　composed　of　the　above－mentioned
twofbld，　back　and　fbrth　dynamism　in　vindicating　God’s　justice．　In　this
philosophical－theological　science　it　is　cmcial　fbr　us　to　bear　in　mind　the
fbllowing　prudence　Leibniz　adheres　to：
Am’cle　2．・
Theologians　of　excessive　rigor　have　taken　into　account　his　greatness　at　the
expense　of　his　goodness，　while　those　of　greater　laxity　have　done　the
opposite．　True　orthodoxy　would　consist　in　paying　equal　respect　to　both
perfections．　One　may　designate　as　anthroρomoηphtSm　the　error　of　those　who
negl㏄t　his　greatness，　and　as偽1ρo伽ηthe　error　of　those　who　disregard　his
goodness．（MOPE，114）
　　In　my　proposal　of　Buddhist－Christian　apologetics　both　elements　of　God’s
greatness，　that　is，　wisdom　and　power，　and　goodness，　that　is，　providence　and
goVernment，　are　taken　into　account．　What　is　important　fbr　Buddhist－
Christian　apologetics　is　to　do　justice　to　and　incorporating血11y　into　its　core
the　depth　and　width　of　the　Buddhist　wisdom　of　Emptiness　emptying　itself，
which　can　be　identified　with　the　Christian　awareness　of　the　Godhead，　as
discussed　above．　From　this　viewpoint，　it　appears　appropriate　fbr　us　to
conceive，　with　Leibniz，　of　the　caSe　in　which　God　works　as　vindicator　of　the
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greatness　of　the　Godhead　as　permeating　in　all　creatures．　Let　me　at　this
conjunction　quote　the　following　passage：
1lrticle　126．・
At　this　point　we　must　resort，　with　Saint　Paul，　to　the　treasures　of　supreme
wisdom［Colossians　2：3］，　which　absolutely　has　not　allowed　God　to　do
violence　to　the　order　and　natUre　of　the　universe，　disregarding　law　and
measure，　nor　to面s雄b血e血versal　hamiony，　nor　to　sel㏄伽o出er　but出e
best　series　of　events．　Now，　in　this　series　it　was　included　that　all　men　should
be　abandoned　to　their　freedom，　and　some　among　them，　therefbre，　to　their
depravity．　The　very　fact　that　this　is　what　actually　happened　conflrms　our
conclusion．　See　also　article　l　42．（MOPE，141）
　　In　myわook　Buddhist一α7’stian　Apologetics　in　Seven　8’ages：　Let　God・8θ
1）roved乃・ueαoわψy　through　D’α109㍑εw励Buddh’∫刑Iwill　develop　a
threefbld　thesis：（1）God　is　loyal　to　Emptiness　7；（2）Emptiness　empties
itself　8；and（3）God　is　the　only　one　who　can　and　does　actually　evoke　loyalty
in　creatures．　Here　suf五ce　it　to　say　that　the　first　principle　applies　to　the
understanding　of　Leibnizls　concem　in　article　l　26．　Leibnizgs　insight　into　the
nature　of　the　universe　as　implying　the　hidden　presence　of　God（i．e．，　the
Godhead）is　manifested　in　article　142　which　shows　the　conclusion　of　his
apologetics　and　is　as　fbllows：
ノlrticle　142．・
But　in　the　treasures　of　divine　wisdom，　that　is，　in　the　hidden　God　and（which
comes　to血e　same　9）血出e血versal　harmony　of　the　world　a　profUndity
［bathos］is　latent，　which　contains　the　reasons　why　the　actual　series　of　the
universe，　comprehending　the　events　we　admire　and　the　judgments　we
worship，　has　been　chosen　by　God　as　the　best　and　as　preferable　to　all　others．
See　also　article　126．（MOPE，144）
　　It　is　important　to　note　that　awakening　to　the　hidden　presence　of　God，　qua
the　Godhead，　in　the　human　predicament　is　implied，　if　my　understanding　is
correct，　in］Leibniz’s　two　passages　quoted　above，　articles　l　26　and　144；and　is
referred　to　as　a　profUndity［bathos］．　In　the　structUre　of・Buddh　is　t－　Chris　tian
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Apologetics　the　issue　of　pro負mdity　is　dealt　with　in　Part　One：”Situation－
Vindicating　the　Hidden　Presence　of　God　in　the　Human　Predicament”；first，
in　Chapter　I：”A　Christian　Interpretation　of　the　Four　Noble　Truths”
（contained　in　G．　W．　Houston，1）harma　and　Gospel：Ti・vo　Mays　of　Seeing，
Delhi：Sri　Satguru　Publications，1984，　pp．53－69）；and　second，　in　Chapter　II：
”The　Artistic　Theology　in　F．　M．　Dostoevsky’s　Cri〃le　and　Punishmen〆’
（Bulletin｛～プKeiwa（］ollege，　No．4，　February　28，1995，119－152）．
　　The　issue　ofprofUndity　is　to　be　studied　in　a　dual　fashion：on　the　one　hand，
it　contains　in　itself　what　1　call　the　depth－sitUation　where　one　has　to　know　that
one’s　crime　is　in　itself　one’s　punishment，　in　the　sense　that　the　criminal　is
condemned　and　abandoned　to　his　or　her　freedom　or　crime；however，　on　the
other　hand，　the　pro血ndity　signifies　that”ignorance，”or　whatever　kind　of
moral　evil，　is，　as　D．　T．　Suzuki　insightfully　mentions，”the　negation　of
Enlightenment　and　not　the　reverse．’t　Io　The　fbrmer　profUndity　I　might
designate　the　situational　profundity；and　the　latter　one　the　mystical，
paradoxical　profUndity．
　　In　addition　it　is　crucial　to　notice　that　the　situational　profUndity　inheres　in
the　problem　of”situation”in　its　secular　sense，　which　Tillich　wanted　to
consider　in　correlation　with　theサ℃hristian　message”in　his　Systematic
Theology，　Vol．1，　whereas　the　mystica1，　paradoxical　profUndity　is　the　one　in
which　we　find　the”Situation　of　all　situations”－i．e．，　what　Kitaro　Nishida
designates　as　the　all－encompassing”topos　of　absolute　Nothingness”which
contains　in　itself　the　secular　situation　as　a　whole，　the　world　in　which　we
humans　exist，　and　which　constitutes　our　existence　as　Martin　Heidegger，s
”das　in－der－Welt－sein．”
　　Now，　we　can　observe　that　out　of　the　profUndity　in　this　double　sense　there
arises　the　divine　call　to　us　to　be　loyal　and　faithfU1．　Here　my　third　principle，
to　the　e脆ct　that　God　is　the　only　one　in　the　universe　who　can　and　does
actually　evoke　loyalty　in　us，　is　valid　and　important．　However，　I　have　to
demonstrate　how　the　divine　call，　or　to　use　Tillich，s　phrase，　the　Christian
message，　which　constitutes　the　stmcture　of　Buddhist－Christian　apologetics
as　its　third　principle，　arises　from　the　prof血ndity　whose　deeper，　mystical
meaning　has　in　Buddhism　to　do　with　Emptiness　emptying　itself　Emptiness
emptying　itself　is　my　second　principle，　to　which　God　is　loyal，　as　is　so
articulated　in　my　first　principle．
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　　This　task　is　what　I　pursue　in　Part　Two：”Message－Toward　a　Buddhist－
Christian　Theology　of　Loyalty”in　which　Chapter　III：llSunyata，　Kenosis，　and
Jihi　or　Friendly　Compassionate　Love”（IJapanese　Religio〃s，15／4，　July　1989，
50－66）has　to　do　with　the　greatness　of　the　Godhead，　qua　Emptiness，　and　the
goodness　of　God，　qua　kenosis，．　Further，　Chapter　IV：”A　New　Possibility　fbr
Logos　Christology　through　Encounter　with　Buddhism：Tillich　and　Takizawa
Critically　Considered　and　Compared”（Bu〃θ伽of　Keiwa　Co〃ege，　No．7，
March　39，1998，91－ll8；and　No．8，　March　30，1999，107－137）explores　in
more　detail　the　general　stnlcture／dynamics　of　my　theology　of　loyalty　whose
ethical　articulation　in　Chapter　V：”Toward　a　Global　Ethic　of
Loyalty／Fidelity／TruthfUlness：ABuddhist－Christian　Perspective”（Bulletin
of　Keiwa　Co〃ege，　No．9，　February　29，2000，1。27）applies　to”the
provide〃cθwhich　he［God］extends　to　all　creatures”（MOPE，114）．
　　In　this　threefbId　mamer　I　am　engaged　in　elucidating　and　articulating　anew
the　problem　of”message，”which　Tillich　considered　by　the　method　of
correlation　in　response　to　the　existential　questions　arising　ffom　the　secular
situation，　in　a　new　light．　If　what　lies　at　the　core　of　a　Buddhist－Christian
apologetics　is　Godls　loyalty　to　Emptiness　emptying　itself，　as　I　propose　and
demonstrate　throughout　this　essay　and　the　larger　enterprise　to　which　it　is　an
introduction，　it　is　something　that　goesわのノond　only　a　divine　Call　in　Jesus
C㎞st．　I　mean　the　Christian　message，　in　the　sense　of　the　divine　Call　in　Jesus
Christ，　is　the　paradoxical　outco〃ze　of　Buddhist　Emptiness　or　the　intra－
Trinitarian　Godhead　as　this　emerges　through　God’s　loyalty　to　Emptiness　or
the　intra－Trinitarian　Godhead．
　　It　may　be　in　order　to　say　a　few　words　why　ethics　is　dealt　with　at　a　j　unctUre
prior　to　a　consideration　of　justification．　It　is　my　basic　attitude　to　ethics　to
conceive　of　it　in　direct　confbrmation　to　God’s　loyalty，　but　not　as　an
apPlication　of　the　doctrine　of　justification，　as　most　Protestant　theologians
would　usually　tend　to　think．　This　being　so，　the　Christian　message
simultaneously　ends　up　with　our　ethical　conformation　to　it　without　reason
（sine　rationの．　Thus，　according　to　my　theology　of　loyalty，　the　problem　of
”message”sub－divides　into（1）God曾s　loyalty　to　Emptiness　emptying　itsel負
（2）the　divine　Call　in　Jesus　Christ；and（3）our　ethical　conformation　to　God’s
loyalty　cu〃2　the　divine　Call．
　　My　theology　of　loyalty，　however，　is　limited　in　its　scope　if　it　does　not
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cover　the　way　in　which　God’s　loyalty　evokes　our　self－introspection．　As
Martin　Luther　manifests，”By　his　outgoing　God　thus　causes　us　to　enter　into
ourselves，　and　by　making　himself　known，　he　causes　us　to　know　ourselves．”ll
Namely，　we　have　to　dea皇with　the　problem　ofjustification　or　what　Leibniz
designates　as”the　gove㎜ent　which　he［God］excercises　over　the　crea加res
endowed　with　intelligence，　particularly　in　all　matters　conceming　piety　and
salvation”（MOPE，114）．
　　It　is　with　this　scope　in　mind　that　I　write　Part　Three：”Salvation－The
Wider　and　Richer　Dynamics　of　Justification：Let　God　Be　Proved　True
Globally　through　Dialogue　with　Buddhism”－Chapter　VI：”Toward　a　Global
Hermeneutic　of　Justification　in　Process　Perspective：Luther　and　Shinran
Comparatively　Considered”（Buddhist－Christian　Studies，　Vol．12，1992，
103－120）and　Chapter　VII：”Ryokan°s　Interpretation　of　the　Never－Despising－
Anyone　in　Hokke－sa〃and　Whitehead’s　Idea　of’Envisagement川（Bulletin｛of
Keiwa　College，　No．10，　Febnlary　28，2001，1－16）．
　　In　this　twofbld　mamer　I　continue　to　consider　the　problem　of脚salvation”
as　this　emerges　by　way　of　a　re－enactment　of　God’s　loyalty　in　us：namely，　we
justifソand　glorifンthe　loyalty　of　God　while　confessing　ourselves，　our　sins，
particularly，　befbre　God（coram　Deo）thus，　and　only　thus，　being　justified　by
God．　Let　me　clarify　more　fUlly　what　1　mean　by　this　in　the　next　section。
皿．Let　God　Be　Proved　True　Globally　through　Dialogue　With　Buddhism：
　　　The　Theologies　of　Justification　in　Martin　Luther　and　P．　T．　Forsyth
　　Thus　far，　I　think　I　have　been　able　to　propose　and　demonstrate　to　some
degree　that　Buddhist－Christian　dialogue，　in　the　sense　of　the　back　and　fbrth
movement　of　vindicating　the　greatness　and　goodness　of　God　in　relation　to
Buddhist　Emptiness，　is　theologically　significant　today　in　that　it　serves　the
purpose　of　centuries－old　Christian　discipline　of　apologetics　precisely　by
doing　justice　to　and　inco叩orating　fUlly　into　its　core　the　depth　and　width　of
Buddhist　wisdom．　Particularly，　I　have　been　able　to　articulate　my　idea　of
”Buddhist－Christian　apologetics”　in　close　connection　to　the　structUre　of　my
larger　enterprise　in　book　form　in　mind（see　Appendix）．　To　do　so，　I　have
examined　Cobb’s　and　Tillich’s　reflections　upon　the　issue　of　Buddhist－
Chnstian　dialogue　cum　apologetics　which　have　been　fUrther　re－examined　by
learning　anew　Leibniz’s　contribution　to　apologetic　theology．
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　　However，　it　seems　to　me　that　I　need　to　clarifシone　more　important　issue：
that　is　the　issue　of　exploring　and　ascertaining　the　real　reason，　the　Realgrund，
why　we　are　able　to　vindicate　God’s　justice，　including　God’s　greatness　and
goodness．1　quoted　above　Martin　Luther’s　famous　passage　in　his　Lectures　on
Romans　which　I　think　was　crucial　in　stating　his　u11derstanding　of　the
problem　ofjustification　in　its　twofbld　signification：namely，　the　passive　and
active　justification　of　God．　Let　me　quote　here　a　longer，　including　the　above－
mentioned，　passage－this　time　in　order　to　understand　his　intention　more
負111y：
By　his　outgoing，　God　thus　causes　us　to　enter　into　ourselves，　and　by　ma㎞［g
himself㎞own，　he　causes　us　to　know　ourselves．　For　if　G（》d　did　not　first　go
out丘om　himself　in　this　way，　seeking　to　prove　himself　in　us　as　true，　we
should　not　be　able　to　enter　into　ourselves　and　become　unrighteous　liars．　For
it　would　be　impt）ssible　for　man　to　know　from　his　own　self－knowledge　that
he　is　a　liar　before　GOd　miess　GOd　himself　revealed　it　to　him．（LR，　79）
　　In　this　passage　Luther　is　concemed　to　interpret　Rom．3：4：”Although
everyone　is　a　liar，1et　God　be　proved　tme，　as　it　is　written，’So　that　you　may
be　justified　in　your　words，　and　prevail　in　your　judging’．”Ibelieve　the
expression”let　God　be　proved　tme”［ginestho　de　ho　theos　alethes］is　at　the
core　of］Luther’s　entire　doctrine　of　justification；and　it　plays　a　pivotal　role
here　in　his　exegetical　endeavor　concerning　the　Biblical　text　in　question．
Etymologically　speaking，　the　ginestho　should　be　translated　as”let　come
out．”Accordingly，　the　above　expression　as　a　whole　can　be　translated　as’llet
God　come　out　true．”This　would　be　in　line　with　the　fact　that　Luther　adopts
the　terms”in　tra　5θextra　5θ”taken　from　Tauler（5「ermons，1508）in
explicating　the　text．　His　usage　of　these　terms　is　vividly　effective　in　the
fbllowing　passage　preceding　the　one　cited　above：
Likewise，　in　the　sarne　sense　in　which　we　can　understand　the　statement　that
God　and　his　wor（IS　are　justified　when　in　faith　we　believe　them　to　be血e　and
righteous，　though　they　are　so　in　themselves　also　wilhout　our　believing，　we
must　take　the　sentence　that　we　must　become　simers　and　liars　and　fools　and
that　all　our　righteousness，　truth，　wisdom，　and　vh加e　must　perish．　But　this
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becomes　a　fact　when　we　believe　that　we　are　sinners，　liars，　etc．，　and　that　our
vh加e　and　rightθousness　are　absolutely　nothhlg　befbre　God．　And　thus　we
become　inwardly伽〃’a・se），　inside　ourselves，　what　we　are　outside　ourselves，
namely，　befbre　G（xd，　although　inside　ourselves　we　are　not　so，　i．e．，　we　do　not
believe　that　we　are　so．　For　as　God　who　alone　is　true　and　righteous　and
powerfUI　in　himself，　wants　to　be　such　also　outside　himself（extra　se），
namely，血us（intra　se）i皿ordet　that　he　may　thus　be　glorified（fbr　this　is
the　glory　of　any　good　that　is　in　anyone　that　it　must　pour　itself　out
beyond　itself　among　others），　so　he　wants　also　that　man，　who　outside
himself（extra　se）（i．e．，　befbre　God）is　wholly　and　without　exception
unrighteous　and　weak，　become　so　also　inside　himself（i励ra・se），　i．e．，　that
he　confess　and　acknowledge　himself　to　be　as　he　actUally　is．（LR，79）
　　The　problem　is　how　the　divine　intra　se　tUrns　into　the　divine　extra　se，　thus
making　us　aware　of　the　greatness　and　goodness　of　God　in　ourselves．
Apparently，　this　divine　process　of　entering　into　ourselves　is　concurrent　with
our　acknowledgment　of　God’s　words　as　righteous，　as　is　testified　to　by　Luther
when　he　says，
The　passive　and　active　justification　of　God　and　faith　or　t　uust　in　hrn　are　one
Imd　the　same．　For　when　we　acknowledge　his　worl（s　as　righteous，　he　gives
himself　to　us，　and　because　of　this　gift，　he　recogniZes　us　as　righteous，　i．e．，　he
justifies　us．（LR，78）
　　However，　this　way　of　answering　the　above　question　is　not　really　to　the
point　because　by　raising　it　I　was　rather　concemed　with　the　real　ground
（Realgrunのas　such　of　God’s　outgoing，　which　is　the　same　thing　as　entering
into　ourselves．　The　above　answer　is　appropriate　only　consequently．
　　It　is　precisely　at　this　juncture　that　P．　T．　Forsyth’s　insight　into　the　matter　of
the　j　ustification　of　God　is　to　be　referred　to　and　prized．　Forsyth　writes：
Holy　souls　are　so　precious　in　the　world　because　they　carry　the　note　of　a
holiness　above　the　world　they　are　eamiarked　for　iち　and　their　destiny　is　the
image　of　God．　But　Christ　was　not　destined　f（）r　this　image；He　wore　it　from
the　f吐st．　It　was　his　o㎜．　He　was　and　is　the　holiness　of　God．　Therefore　GOd
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in　Chrisちcrucified　and　ris㎝，　under　and　over　the　world’s　worst　sh1，　is　His
own　theodicy［vindica血g　God’s　jus廿ce］．　He　is　doing　entire　justice　to　His
holy　name．　Christ　stills　all　challenge　since　He　made　none，　but　in　an　utter
（㎞㎞ess　beyond　all　our　eclipse，　per色ctly　glo面ed　the　Holy　Father．12
It　is　important　to　note　here　that　precisely　because　Christ　perfectly　glorified
the　Holy　Father　and　His　greatness　he　noW　is　paradoxically　able　to　represent
God’s　love　or　greatness．　Thus，　Forsyth　fUrther　writes：
If　He，　the　great　one　conscience　of　the　world，　who　had　the　best　right　and　the
most　occasion　i　1　al1　the　world　to　complain　of　GOd　for　the　world’s　treatment
of　Him－if　He　hallowed　and　glorified　God曾s　name　with　joy　instead（Ma眈．　xi．
25－7；Luke　xxiii：46），　there　is　no　moral　anomaly　that　cannot　be　tUrned，　and　is
not　by　long　orbitS　being　turned，　to　the　honour　of　God’s　holy　love，　and　the　joy
of　His　cnlshed　and　common　millions．　His　wisdom　is　justified　of　His
children，（JG，127－128）
　　Luther’s　doctrine　of　justification　begins　with　what　he　calls　the　passive
justification　of　God　by　us（4θ㍑〃1’μ5峨cαrθ）and　then　tums　into　the　active
justification　of　us　by　God，　which　is　the　same　thing　as”justification　by　faith
alone，”if　viewed　su切ectively　from　our　side．　This　doctrine，　however，　has　to
be　embodied　by　God　Godself　in　order　fbr　it　to　be　an　authentic漉θo－logical
one．　Forsyth’s　immense　contribution　to　theological　apologetics　lies　herein．
And　it　fits　in　nicely　with　my　proposal　of　a　Buddhist－Christian　apologetic
theology　of　loyalty　if　what　Christ　glorified　metaphysically，　while　pe㎡fectly
glorifying　and　vindicating　the　Holy　Father，　is　at　once　the　relationality
（perichoresis）between　Him　and　the　Holy　Father　and　which　appears　in
Buddhism　as　Emptiness　emptying　itself　or　Dharmakqッα．13
If　that　is　the　case，　we　can　j　oyfUlly　affirm　God　and　say，　let　God　be　proved
true　globally　through　dialogue　with　Buddhism．　My　comparative　renections
upon　Luther　and　Shinran　in　Chapter　VI　and　upon　Whitehead響s　process
metaphysics　and　Zen　Master　Ryokan’s　interpretation　of　the　Never－
Despising－Anyone　in　Chapter　VII　are　theologically　significant　fヒom　this　new
point　of　view．　If　Christ　can　be　and　actually　is　perceived　as　being　loyal　and
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faithful　to　the　Holy　Father　while　at　the　same　time　loyal　and　faithfUl　to
Buddhist　Emptiness　emptying　itsel£his　salvific　meaningfUlness　tums　out　to
be　at　once　Christian　and　Budd肚ist．
　　The　depth　and　width　of　Buddhist　wisdom　is　to　be　acknowledged　against
the　background　of　vindicating　God’s　justice　so　much　so　that　God〃2ayわθ
perceived　as　globally　tue　through　dialogue　with　Buddhism．　A　s　Whitehead
says，　God　is　the　o厩oo耀of　that　which　is　ultimately　Really　Real，
creativity．14　What　stands負）r　Whitehead，s　creativity　in　Buddhism　is
Buddhist　Emptiness；and　in　trinitarian　theology　it　is　in　parallel　to　the　intra－
trinitarian　relationality（perichoresis）．　In　Bud（lhist　terms，　God，　I　believe，　is
to　be　designated　asめoアai，　Tat加gata，　namely，　the　One　who　has　come　from
thusness．
Part　Two’Buddh　ist－Christ’an　Apologetics　and／lshok　Gangadean
IV．　Godgs　Outgoing　and　Entering　into　Ourselves：Buddhist－Christian
　　　　Apologetics　in　Seven　Stages　in　Rdation　to　Ashok　Gangadeangs　Vision　of
　　　　the　Seven　Stages　of　I）㏄P－IDia亘ogue
　　Our　whole　religious　life，　its　sapiential　and　practical　aspects　included，　is，　I
believe，　contributive　to　the　process　of　God，s　outgoing，　which　is　God’s
entering　into　ourselves，　in　seven　stages，　as　will　be　shown　in　the　volume
Buddhist－Christian　ApologetiCS：Lθ’God　Be　Proved　True　G10わally　through
Dialogue　with　Buddhis〃1．　This　contributive　naUlre　of　our　rehgious　life　in　its
entirety　vis－a－vis　the　Divine　life　hinges　upon　the　Divine　worshipability　and
is　solely　due　to　Godサs　outgoing．　The　task　of　philosophical－theological
apologetics　resides　in　vindicating　this　whole　Divine－human
outgoing／incoming　process　in　a　demonstrative　way．　This　can　be　achieved
through　dialogue　with　Buddhism．
　　First，　this　is　shown　to　be　tme　in”A　Christian　Inte】「pretation　of　the　Four
Noble　Tmths”which　is　the　title　of　Chapter　I　of　my　text．　At　this　first　stage，
the　Godhead（or　Emptiness）is　hidden　in　the　human　predicament，　which　is
suffering（Pali，　dukkha）．　What　is　involved　in　this　fact　is，　to　use　Ashok
Gangadean，s　phraseology，
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　　　　　　　　　　Stage　One
Radical　Encountering　ofDi脆rence：
　　　　　　SelfFaces　the　Other．
And　Gangadean　writes：
This　first　encounter　comes　with　a　certain　shock，　with　a　realization　of　an
Other，　a　diffbrent　way　of　life，　a　di脆rent　worldview，　an　alien　Other　that
resists，　intemlpts，　disrupts　my　settled　patterns　of　interpretation．　With　this
p血1al　encounter　there　is　a　new　realiZation　that　my　habitS　of　mind　cannot
make　sense　of　this　Other．　This　radical　encounter　with　Difference－a
different　world　a　di脆rent　way　of　maldng　sense　of　and　experiencing　the
world－is　disconcerting，　somet㎞es　threatening，　and　evokes　a　vulnerability
’oth　is　alien　presence．　I　have　a　new　sense　of　delimitation　and　I　feel
challenged　to　change，　to　revise　my　way　of　relating　to　this　Other．1　realiZe
now　t　lat　my　habit　of　translating　the　Other　into　my　pattern　of”minding，”of
appropriating　the　Other　to　my　worldview，　is　dysfUnctional．　So　I　face　a
sudden　silence，　pause，　opening－an　open　hortzon　of　uncertahlty　and　risk・I
must　make　a　decision　to　move　forward　or　draw　back．且5
　　What　1　am　concerned　with　is　Buddhist　wisdom　as　it　manifests　itself　in　the
”Four　Noble　Tnlths．”Certainly，　my　encounter　with　the　Buddhist　wisdom
evokes　a”vulnerability”to　the　Buddhist　vision　of　reality　as　emptiness　or　no－
mind．　However，　as　is　shown　in　Chapter　1，　I　try　to　show　that　the　text　of　the
”Four　Noble　Truths”is　explicable　from　the　viewpoint　of　Christian　Natural
Theology　as　fbund　in　Rom．1：18－22．　This　viewpoint　is　paradoxically　related
to　the　viewpoint　of　Revealed　Theology　as　this　expresses　itself　in　Rom．
3：21f£．
　　Second，　God’s　outgoing　can　be　ascertained　in　relation　to”The　Artistic
Theology　in　F．　M．　Dostoevsky’s　Crime　and　Punishment”　which　is　the　title　of
my　second　chapter．　At　this　second　stage，　the　Godhead　as　hidden　in　the
human　predicament，　while　at　the　same　time　at　work　in　the　human
abandonment　to丘eedom，　can　be　stUdied　in　terms　of　the　symbolism　of　evil　in
Cri〃ze　and　Punish〃zent．　From　the　depth－situation　the　image　of　Christ　can　be
seen　as　the　final　operator　of　Dostoevskyls　artistic　creativity．
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This　state　of　affairs　corresponds　with　what　Gangadean　depicts　as
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Stage　Two
Crossing　Over－Letting　Go　and　Entering　the　World　of　the　Other：
　　　　　　　　　　　Self　Transformed　Through　Empathy．
And　he　writes：
After　the　initial　shock　and　realization　that　I　now　face　an　alien　world，　a
worldview　very　different　from　my　own，　I　feel　challenged　to　inquire，
investigate，　engage　and　enter　this　new　world．　As　1　open　my　Self　to　this　Other
Irealize伽Ineed　to　stand　back　and　dis伽ce　myself　from　my　former　habits
and　pattems　of　m血ding血e　world．　I　be帥to　realセe血at面s　o血er　world
organiZes　and　processes　the　world　very　differently　from　my　way．　I　realLze
that　1　must　leam　new　habits　and　ways　of　interpretation　to　ma1（e　sense　of　this
different　world．　I　must　leam　a”new　language．”Indeed，　I　must　translate
myself　into　a　different　form　of　life　that　sees止e　world　differently．　This
加voんes　aわrackOting｛）fmy．pr姥ノudices．（SSDD，2；emphasis　added．）
　　In　this　connection，　let　me　emphasize　that　there　is　a　certain　correspondence
between　the　above　passage　and　the　effective　creativity　Dostoevsky
demonstrates　inα珈θand　Punish〃lent　in　that　he　depicts　and　interprets
human　evil　and　the　concomitant　breakdown　of　each　actor　from　the　vieWpoint
of”phenomenology　of　ideas．”He　depicts　each　and　any　actor　in　the　novel　as
experimenting　with　his　or　her　idea　only　thereby　to　experience　an　existential
breakdown　at　the　end　of　the　experiment．　What　is　crucial　here　is　the　fact　that
Dostoevsky，　as　the　creator　of　his　literary　world，　never　totally　identifies
himself　with　any　of　the　ideas　the　actors　espouse　in　their　hearts　and　minds．　In
this　speci且c　sense，　Dostoevsky　knows　how　to　deal　with　what　Gangadean
calls”a　bracketing　of　my　pr（加dices”（see　SSDD，2）．
　　Third，　God’s　outgoing　and　entering　into　ourselves　will　be　studied　in　view
of　the　Buddhist－Christian　parallelism　in　Chapter　III：”Sunyata，　Kenosis，　and
Jihi　or　Friendly　Compassionate五〇ve．”Here　God’s　greatness　and　Godls
goodness　are　explored　in　relation　to　sunγata　and　kenosis　with　a　concern　to
㎞ow　how　the　Buddhist　realm　of∫鰐伽is　related　to　the　ChdstiIm　realm　of
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kenosis．　In　this　context，　I　think　what　Gangadean　mentions　at
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Stage　Three
Inhabiting　and　Experiencing　the　World　ofthe　Other：
　　　　　　　　Self　Transformed　into　the　Other
makes　real　sense．　He　writes：
Ibegin　to　feel　a　new　and　deep　empathy　fbr　my　new　habitat；Iwant　to　let
myself　go一丘ee　myself　to　enter，　expe血1ent，　leam　and　grow　in　this　new　way
of　being．　I　hold　on　to　my　prior　views　as　much　as　I　can，　but　I　do　advance　in　a
conservative　fashion．　Stil1，　I　experience　an　excitement　in　discovering，　in
inhabiting　a　new　and　different　worldview．　I　have　a　new　profbund　realセation
of　an　O血er，　an　alternative　reality　and　form　of　life．　But　in　the　end　l　realize
thtS　tS　not　my　home．（SSDD，2；emphasis　added．）
　　In　my　case，　however，　since　I　have　begun　perceiving　that　even　God　or
Christ　is　loyal　to　sunyata　or　Emptiness　emptying　itself，　I　have　come　to
acknowledge　that　inherent　in　both　Buddhism　and　Christianity　is　that　the
grasp　of　tmth　implies　both　attainment　and　non－attainment　at　the　same　time．
And　I　sense　that　this　perception　is　my”home’曹newly　fbund．　In　other　words，
what　is　implied　in　this　third　perception　is　a　new　possibility　of　re－envisioning
the　Christian　message　through　dialogue　with　Buddhism．　In　this　respect，　the
insight　into　this　state　of　affairs　in　Chapter　III　is　pivotal　to　my　entire　work　on
Buddhist－Christian　apologetics　in　this　volume．
　　Fourth，　it　is　crucial　when　retuming　to　the　Christian　realm丘om　the　realm
of　the　hidden　reality　of　the　Godhead　or　Buddhist　Emptiness　that　we　clearly
notice　that　which　coordinates　the　Buddhist　or　mystical　or　metaphysical
realm　of　greatness　to　the　Christian　realm　of　goodness．　I　have　fbund　the
Coordinator　in　the　Logos，　and　will　be　developing　a　Logos　Christology　in
Chapter　IV：”A　New　Possibility　for　Logos　Christology　through　Encounter
with　Buddhism：Tillich　and　Takizawa　Critically　Considered　and　Compared．”
　　At　this　fourth　stage　which　Gangadean　refers　to　as
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　　　　　　　　　　　　Stage　Four
Crossing　Back　with　an　Expanded　Vision：
Self　Retums　Home　with　New　Knowledge，
what　is　most　crucial，　I　think，　is　the　sense　of　the　Coordinator　since　this　makes
sense　precisely　within　the　fbllowing　context　Gangadean　puts　fbrward
brilliantly：
1　now　cross　bacK　return，　tO　my　own　worlq　b血ging　back　new　knowledge　of
how　to　think　and　act・一，and　even　wish　to　adqp∀adapt　some　of　it　fbr　myself
As　a　result　of　this　Ptmary　Encounter　with　the　world　of　the　Other，　I　now
realiZe　that　there　are　other　ways　ofunderstandng　reality．　I　am　therefbre　gpen
tO　rethinking　how　1　see　myself，　others　and　the　world．1encoun彪7〃り7　Selfand
Culture　anew，　with　a　newly　opened〃zin　d．　My　encounter　with　radical
difference　now　challenges　my　former　ldentity，　and　everything　begins　to
appear　in　a　new　light．　There　now　begins　a　dramatic　deepening　of　my　sense
of　my　Self，　my　ldentity，　my　Ethnicity，　my　Lifeworld，　my　Religion，　my
Cu1加re＿There　is　no　retUrn　to　my　former　unilateral　way　of　minding．
（SSDD，3；emphasis　added．）
　　In　my　opinion，　the　Coordinator，　the　Logos，　is　loyal　to　Emptiness　emptying
itself，　thus　and　only　thus，　coming　back　paradoxically　from　the　side　of　the
ultimate，　mystical　Reality，　as　its　agent　of　actualization．　In　process
conceptUality，　this　state　of　affairs　can　be　described　in　terrns　by　the　notion　of
”proposition，’as　embodied　by　God．　Now，　according　to　John　B．　Cobb，　Jr．，”A
proposition　is　a　togethemess　of　some　actual　entity　or　nexus　of　actual　entities
with　some　eternal　obj　ect．”161f　the　notion　ofprehension　is　embodied　by　God，
it　certainly　means　that”God曾s　aim　is　at　ideal　strength　of　beauty　and　that　this
aim　is　etemally　unchanging．”（CNT，180－181）．　In　more　concrete　terms　Cobb
beautifUlly　writes：
Godgs　s呵ective　aim　will　then　be　so　to　actualize　himseグin　each　moment　that
the　propositional　fbeling　he　entertahls　with　respect　to　each　new　occasion　will
have　maxirnum　chance　of　realization．　Every　occasion血en　prehe曲G（対，s
prehension　of　this　ideal　fbr　iちand　to　some　degree血e　su切ective　fbm　of　its
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prehension　co㎡b㎜s　to伽of　God．　That　mealls　th飢the　temporal　occasion
shares　God’s　appetition　for　the　ideal　f（）r　the　occasion　becomes　the　occation’s
ideal　fbr　itsel£the㎞廿al　phase　of　its　subj　ective　a㎞．（（那「T，182；emphasis
added）
　　In　my　own　reading　of　the　above　passage，　the”Himself’is　to　be　conceived
as　the　Godhead　or　creativity　or　the　intra－trinitarian　relationality
（perichoresis）．　It　is，　I　think，　fbr　this　reason　that　God　aims　at　ideal　strength　of
beauty　in　actualizing｝limself　By　the　same　token，　it　seems　to　me　that　Tillich
thinks　of　the　Logos　as　manifesting　and　speaking　from　out　of　the　divine　abyss
and　that　Takizawa　designates　the　Logos　as　the　Proto－factum　lmmanuel，　in
the　sense　of　the　fundamental　unity　of　God　and　humanity，　who　speaks　as
Jesus．　In　my　Buddhist－Christian　apologetics　I　conceive　of　this　entire
dynamics　of　Divine　manifesting／speaking　in　terms　of　God’s　loyalty　in　its
double　sense：first，　God　is　loyal　to　Emptiness　emptying　itself；and　second，
by　being　so，　God　paradoxically　tums　out　to　be　the　only　one　in　the　universe
who　can　evoke　loyalty，　faith，　or　trust　in　creatures．
　　Fifth，　if　there　is　in　the　universe　the　Coordinator　as　the　L、ogos　who
mediates　between　the　metaphysical－mystical　Reality　of　Emptiness　or　the
Godhead　and　the　Christian　concem　fbr　rightness　or　appropriateness　in　the
world　of　an　ever　new　self：creation，　this　means　that　one’s　perception　of
values　is　pluralistic　and　dialogicaL　With　this　perception　in　mind，　in　Chapter
V：”Toward　a　Global　Ethic　of　Loyalty／Fidelity／TruthfUlness”Iwill　develop
apluralistic－dialogical　global　ethic　while　critically　examining　the　motif　of
theonomy　in　Hans　KUng’s　global　ethic．
　　In　this　connection，　let　me　attend　to　what　Gangadean　says　at
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Stage　Five
　　　　　　　　　　The　Dialogical　Awakening：
ARadical　Paradigm－Shift　Self　lnwardly　Transformed．
He　wlites：
As　a　result　of　this　new　encounter　with　Self，　when　1　eross　back　from　my　deep
encounter　with　an　Other　1　begin　to　experience　a　profound　shift　in　all　aspectS
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of　my　world－in　my㎞er　experience，　in　my　encounter　witb　others，　in　my
relating　to　the　world．　I　beghl　to　real元ze　that　my　encounter　with重he　Other　has
shaken　the　fbundation　of　my　fbmler　worldview，　my　fbmler　identity．　For
now　that　I　am　mindfUl　of　the　living　reality　of　other　worlds，　other
perspectives，1　can　no　longer　retum　to　my　former　identity　and　forget　this
livhlg　presence　of　the　Other．　Indee¢Inow　beghl　to　realセe　that　there　are
many　o血er　worldS，　o血er　forms　of　life，　o止er圃）ectives　that　surro皿d　me．　I
now　open　to　a　plurality　of　other　worldS　and　perspectives　and　this　irTevocably
changes　my　sense　of　Self　I肋1㎞s痴㎜ed　to　a　deeper　sense　ofreladon　and
connection　with　my　ecology．　I　fヒel　more　deeply　rooted　in面s　experience　of
relationali脚d　co㎜鵬．伽w　3εθ伽卿融伽伽essentially
coηηθc翅w肋伽即α厩vεηε∫wo沈（～プrelations・with　Other　s．窺傭伽
igηition　ofthe　Dial∂g記α1！lwakening．（SSDD，3；emphasis　added．）
　　In　my　case，　at　the　core　of　a　global　ethic　of　loyalty／fidelity／truthfUlness
there　is　an　insight　into　the　non－ergo　reality　of　the　universe．　Descartes　began
the　history　of　modem　philosophy　with　the　dictum：Cogito，　ergo　sum．　By
contrast，1　affirm　that　reality　of　the　universe　is　of　a”non－ergo”character．　By
this　I　mean　that　the”Appearance”of　the　universe（fbr　instance，　the　Cartesian
”Cogito”）needs　absolutely　nothing　in　relating　it　to”Reality．”This　is　because
Reality　is　directly　undergirding　an　appearance　ontologically　or，　I　might　say，
envisagementally　speaking，　while，　however，　awaiting　its　actual
confb】㎜ation　to　it，　axiologically　speaking－in　the　sense　of　a　valuational
bringing　into　actUality．
　　In　this　view，　I　am　in　line　with　Whitehead’s　metaphysics　whose　core　he
expresses　with　these　words：”The　substantial　character　of　actual　things　is　not
primarily　concerned　with　the　predication　of　qualities．　It　expresses　the
stubbom　fact　that　whatever　is　settled　and　actual　must　in　due　measure　be
conformed　to　by　the　self－creative　activity．”17　Thus，　inherent　in　my　vision　of
reality　as　non－ergo　is　the　understanding　of　myself　as　immediately　co皿ected
with　other　actualities　in　the　universe，　God　and　creatures　included．　And　this
is，　to　borrow　Gangadean曾s　expression，　the”ignition　of　the　Dialogical
Awakening，冒曾isn’t　it？
　　Sixth，　the　dialogical　awakening　mentioned　above，　however，　is　limited　in
its　scope　if　it　is　not　in　touch　with　what　Leibniz　calls　profUndity．　As　I　wrote
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earlier，　my　Buddhist－Christian　theology　of　loyalty　is　also　limited　in　its
relation　to　salvation　if　we　do　not　include　in　itself　God’s　outgoing　and
entering　into　ourselves．　My　intention　of　writing　Chapter　VI：”Toward　a
Global　Hermeneutic　of　Justification　in　Process　Perspective：五uther　and
Shinran　Comparatively　Cosidered”is　precisely　because　I　am　mindf血l　of　this
point．　Thus，　I　am　urged　inwardly　to　take　into　account　the　problem　of
”conscience四in　1、uther　and　Shinran　in　its　close　relationships　to　their　theories
of　justification　or　salvation（Jpn．，　o（り’oo）．　As　a　result，　I　am　blessed　with
experiencing　a　possibility　fbr　globalism　in　the　matter　of　a　holistic　salvation，
not　just　in　the　matter　of　a　global　ethic　discussed　in　Chapter　V．
　　With　this　ampli五ed　idea　ofjusti丘cation　in　mind，　I　read　the　fbllowing　text
of　Gangadean’s．
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Stage　Six
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　The　Global　Awakening：
The　Paradigm－Shift　MatUres　Self　Related　to　Self，　Others，　the　World．
Gangadean　writes：
In　my　transformed　dialogical・　awakening　1　discover　a　deeper　common
ground　between　he　multiple　worlds　and　perspectives　that　surround　me．　I
have　a　new　sense　that　Self　and　Others　are　inseparably　bOund　together　in　a
boundless　inter－relational　web．　I　realize　that　multiplicity　and　diversity
enriches　my　Self｛and　my　World．1ηow　5θθ伽’α〃worldS　are　situated　in　a
com〃ion　ground　of　realiり・and　that　radical　di；fferences　are　neverthele∬
situa彪d　in　a／ield　of　Unity．　I　experience　three　I・elated　dimensions　of　global
dialogical　awakening：（SSDD，4；emphasis　added．）
What，　then，　is　the　”common　ground”？In　answer　to　this　question　1　would
like　to　point　to　the　problem　of”conscience”as　it　is　related　to　the　appearance
of　the　Godhead　or　Emptiness　inα11　creatures，　including　evil　creatures．　By
contrast，　God　is　the　gauge　of　authentic　existence　in　all　creation，　to　the
exclusion　of　evil．　Accordingly，　we　may　say　that　the　Godhead　or　Emptiness
is　that　which　urges　and　motivates曾曾conscience”　to　operate　in　us　whereas　God
is　the　one　who　judges，　directs，　and　receives”conscience，”especially”guilty
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conscience，”in　us　with　justice　onighteousness．　Hence，　the　Christian　view　of
salvation”for　me”as　residing　in　Christ　alone　is　understandable　from　the
viewpoint　of　existential蝕h，　whereas　it　is　to　be　acknowledged　that　God
exists　everywhere，　metaphysically　speaking．
　　With　this　understanding　of”conscience”in　mind，　I　think　I　can　proceed　to
read　the　fbllowing　threefbld　statement　about”global　dialogical　awakening”
apPropriately：
a）An　ever　deepening　discovery　of　Self　I　become　aware　of　a　deep㎞er
　　dialogue　within　my　Self　I　discover　a　rich　multiplicity　and　diversity　of
　　perspectives　withhl　my　own　i皿er　world．　In　this　hmer　dialogue　I　feel
　　in（rreasingly　more　deeply　rooted　and　grounded　in　my　world．　My　Identity
　　is　enriched　with　multiplicity　and　I　experience　a　more　potent　sense　of　my
　　uniqueness　as　I　celebrate　my　expanded　world　of　relationality　with　Others
　　and　with　the　Ecology．
b）Ad脚ic　dialogue　opens　Wi血0山e曲my　Co㎜蜘：As　my　new
　　inner　dialogue　evolves　1　find　myself　in　a　new　and　transformed　relation
　　With　others　who　share　my　world　my　tradition，　my　religion，　my　culture．
　　This　new　phase　of　relations　with・my　peers　can　be　disorienting　and
　　disconce血1g，　for　as　1　now　dramatically　grow　in　my　ldentity　1丘nd　myself
　　at　an　estranged　distance丘om　many　of　my　peers，　even　as　I　discover　a
deeper　aflinity　and　embrace　of　my　community，　my　polis．1　face　a　new
　　turbulence－miscommunication　and　misunderstanding　with　my
　　colleagues－and　a　challenging　and　dramatic　dialogue　unfolds　in　my　polis．
c）Aglobal　awake血g　emerges　in　all　aspectS　of　my　life：As　tkis㎞er　and
　　outer　dialogue　matures　1　realiZe　that　my　understanding　ofmy　world　enters
　　anew”global”1ight：Irealize　that　I　am　s㎜・ounded　by　many　worldviews，
　　Ienter　a　global　horizon　and　a　global　consciousness　in　which　inter－
　　religious，㎞ter－cultural，　inter」ideological，　inter－discipl㎞ary，　inter－personal
　　dialogues　abound　in　all　directions．1　now　have　a　new　globaliZed　sense　of
　　reality－a　dia豆ogical　domain　in　which　multiple　altemative　worlds　are
　　sitUated　in　dynamic　ever－deepening　relations．　With　this　understanding
　　comes　a　new　attitUde　to　life　and　to　ethics．（SSDD，4）
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　　Seventh，　let　me　now　tum　to　a　conclusive　question：What　would　the　final，
salvific　element　in　vindicating　God’s　justice，　God曹s　greatness　and　goodness
included，　be　like？Ianswer　that　it　is　my　SelfLrealization　as　inseparably
involving　in　itself　the　motif　of　adoration　of　God　even　surpassing　my
personal　existence．　Chapter　VII：”Ryokan’s　Interpretation　of　the　Never－
Despising－Anyone　in　Hokke－san　and　Whitehead’s　ldea　of　’Envisagement’”is
written　with　this　final　issue　in　mind．
　　As　will　be　shown　there，　one　has　to　live，　as　the　Zen　Master　Ryokan　did，　in
accordance　with　the　Divine　envisagement　of　the　fUtUre　accomplishment　of
Enlightenment　or　salvation　of　all　creatures．　If　you　look　upon　anyone　as　a
soon－to－be－awakening　person，　you　will　bow　down　befbre　him　or　her，　as　the
Never－Despising－Anyone　appearing　in　the　Lotus　Sutra　did．　The　Zen　Master
Ryokan　esteemed　him　so　much　that　he　entmsted　his　entire　life　to　the　Never－
Despising－Anyone　as　the　supreme　spiritual　Reality．　Thus，　I　would　like　to　put
fbrward　a　final　theological　suggestion　proper　to　Buddhist－Christian
apologetics：if　viewed　with　Ryokan’s　eyes，　Jesus　praying　on　the　cross，
saying，”Father，　fbrgive　them，　for　they　do　not　know　what　they　do”（Luke
23：34），might　appear　to　be　the　incamate　personhood　of　the　Never－Despising－
Anyone．　Thus，　my　proposal　of　a　Buddhist－Christian　apologetics　ends　up
with　a　Never－Despising－Anyone　Christology．
　　From　this　viewpoint　it　appears　that　Ryokan’s　tanka　which　he　produced
while　lying　sick　in　bed　is　manifesting　his　Self－realization　based　upon　the
concurrence　of　the　Buddha　with　him：
waga　nochi　o
tasuke　talnae　to
tanomu　rm　wa
moto　no　chikai　no
SUgata　narikeri
while　beseechng　thoe
f（）r　mercy　after　my　death
lo　I　find　myself
a］iready　embodying
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the　Original　Vow　now！
Gangadean’s　following　passage　in
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Stage　Seven
　　Personal　and　Global　Transforrning　of　Life　and　Behavior：
Self　Lives　and　Acts　in　a　New　Global　Dialogical　Consciousness
can　be　read　with　Ryokan’s　above　poetical－religious／religious－poetical　spirit
in　mind：
As　this　paradigm－shift　in　my　life　matUres　1　realiZe　that　there　is　a　deep　change
in　all　aspectS　of　my　lif｛｝一．a　new　moral　consciousness　and　a　new　practice．　As
my　new　dialogical　consciousness　becomes　a　habit　of　life　I　find　that　my
behavior　and　my　disposition　to　Self　and　Other　have　blossomed．1　fee1　a　new
sense　of　communion　with　my　Self，　with　Others　and　with止e　Ecology．　I
realize　that　the　deepest　care　fbr　my　Self　essentially　involves　my　care　fbr
Others　and　for　the　environment．1　have　a　deeper　sense　of　belonging　to　my
world，　to　my　co㎜鱒，　and　Wi舳s　a　bo皿dless　sense　of　responsibiliゆ
all　my　conduct．1　now　realiZe　that　1　am　transformed　in　the　deepest　habits　of
rn血d　and　behavior．1／7nd　a　deepeアsense（）f　Self－realization　andfalf　31加ent
and〃昭傭η9加〃zy　IOfe　and〃zy　relations　with　others　and　the　world　ar（）麗η4
me．（SSDD，5；emphasis　added．）
What　Gangadean　terms”a’　deeper　sense　of　Self－realization”is　manifested
in　that　it　allows　us　to　acknowledge　anew　the　Divirie　presence　with　us　at　the
core　of　our　existence．　My　teacher　Katsumi　Takizawa　designates　this　Divine
presence　as　the　Proto－factUm　lmmanuel（see　Chapter　V）．　With　innermost
surprise　and　joy　I　find　this　same　deeper　sense　of　SelfLrealization　in　what
Leibniz　writes　in　the　fbllowing　passage　and　which　shows　a　profbund　affinity
with　Takizawa’s　notion　of”the　possibility　of　the　knowledge　of　God　even
outside　the　walls　of　the　Church［extra　muros　ecclesiae］”：
ノ4rカicle　113．・
Thus，　too，　those　outside　the　Church［hoi　exo］，　to　whom　only　the　extema1
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message　has　boen　denied，　must　be　committed　to　the　clemency　and　justice　of
the　Creator，　though　we　cannot　know　whom　GOd　will　succor　nor　f（）r　what
reason　he　Wi11　grant　his　grace．（MOPE，138）
　　At　the　end　of　this　introductory　essay　to　Buddhist－Christian　Apologetics　in
Seven　Stages　it　would　be　fitting　fbr　me　to　quote　the　concluding　article　of
Leibniz’s　essay　”Vindication　of　God’s　Justice”：
ノlm’cle　144．・
But　the　most　magnificent　part　of　the　world，　the　City　of　God　is　a　sight　to
which　we　shall　at　last　be　admitted　some　day，　illumined　by　the　light　of　the
divine　glory，　to　be　able　to　know　itS　beauty．　For　in　our　present　state　below，
this　City　is　accessible　only　tO　the　eyes　of　faith，　that　is，　through　absolute　trust
in　the　divine　perfections．　The　better　we　understand　that　the　City　of　God
manifests　not　only　the　power　and　wisdom，　but　also　the　goodness　of　the
S叩reme　Spint，　the　more　ardently　Wi11　we　love　God　and　bum　to　imita彪，　as
much　as　is　in　our　power，　the　divine　goodness　and　justice．（MOPE，145；
emphasis　added）
（70nclusions’
　　The　idea　of　imitatio　Christi　depicted　above　is　the　culmination　of　our
vindication　of　God’s　justice，　just　as　the　Buddhist　ideal　of”becoming　a
Buddha　with　one’s　present　body”（Jpn．，　sokushi〃ノoobutsのis　the　state　of　a
diamond（Jpn．，　kongoo）in　which　the　All－Aims－Fulfilling－Bodhisattva，
coming　out　tnle　here－now　as　this　body　of　mine，　is　at　one　with　all　buddhas　in
the　universe．18　Here　the　macrocosm　and　the　microcosm　are　one　in　a
vindication　of　the　justice　of　the　Divine．　To　this　end　Buddhist－Christian
apologetics　culminates　while　we　listen　to　the　voice　of　the　Coordinator　or
Love　in　the　universe　who　invites　us　all，　saying，
Come　to　Me，　all　you　who　labOr　and　are　heaVy　1adeny　and　1　Will　give　you　rest．
Take　My　yoke　upOn　you　and　leam　fU）m　Me，　fbr　I　am　gentle　and　lowly　in
heart，　and　you　will　fnd　rest　for　your　soUls．　For　My　yoke　is　easy　and　My
burden　is　light．（Mat．11：28－30；NKJV）
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　　Buddhist－Christian　apologetics　is　the　way　in　which　we　first　experience，
with　the　Coordinator　or　Love　in　the　universe，　the　vulnerability　to　the　hidden
presence　of　God（qua　the　Godhead）in　the　human　predicament　and　which
appears　in　Buddhism　as　Emptiness　emptying　itself
　　Second，　because　Love，s　vulnerability　is　Love，s　spirit　of　loyalty　or
”10wliness，”Love　paradoxically　has　the　capability　of　calling　fbrth　our
creaturely　loyalty　oゼ9yoke”to　Love　and　Emptiness　at　the　same　time　that　we
are　bracketing　our　prejudices　in　the　midst　of　our　existential　breakdown
owing　to　our　idealisms．
　　Thus，　we　thirdly　possess　our　home　newly　found　and”rest”in　the　bosom
of　the　Coordinator，　the　Logos，　Love　which　embraces　sunyata　and　kenosis．
　　Fourth，　the　Logos　speaks　and　manifbsts　from　the　Divine　Abyss，　thus
coordinating　the　Godhead　qua　Emptiness　emptying　itself　to　the　Goodness　of
the　Deity　and　allowing　us　to　encounter　our　Self　anew，　Here　we　are　in　the
grip　of　bene　e∬e　based　upon　e∬θ，　the　Proto－factum　lmmanuel．　Lovels　yoke
is　light！
　　Fifth，　our　discovery　of　the　immediacy　of　our　existence　in　relation　to　all
other　existences，　which　needs　no”ergo”between　the　Appearance　and　the
Reality，　is　in　itself　the　ignition　ofDialogical　Awakening！
　　Sixth，　we　thus　are　encouraged　to　stand　with　all　humans　and　other
creatUres　upon　the　Common　Ground，　conscience，㎞owing　together　with　the
Godhead　who　exists　everywhere　and　Love　who　re－makes　our　righteousness
day　by　day．
　　Seventh，　this　entire　process　of　Buddhist－Christian　apologetics　justifying
the　ways　of　God　toward　humanity　and　all　other　creatUres　culminates　in　the
final　Self－realization　ofus　as　nothing　before　the　City　of　God－in　the　Pauline
sense　that”Nothing　separates　us　f士om　the　love　of　Christ”（Rom．8：35）．
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of　Theology，　March　27－31，2003．　In　revising　and　completing　the　essay　I　am　indebted　to
Professor　Allan　Blond6，　my　colleague　at　Keiwa　College，　for　his　critical　suggestions．
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See　my　paper　”Hartshorne　and　Nishida：Re－Envisio血g止e　Absolute．　Two　Types　of
Panentheism　vs．　Sp㎞oza「s　Pantheisnち”delivered　at　the　Twendeth　World　Congress　of
Philosophy，　in　Boston，　Massachusetts，　USA，　August　10－15，1998；now　available　at
hゆ：〃www．bu．edu／wcp／Papers／Cont／ContNobu．htm．
Translated　by　Paul　Schrecker　and　Anne　Martin　Schrecker（New　York：Macmillan
PUblishing　Company，1965）．（Hereaf㎏r　cited　as　MOPE．）
See　Motohiro　Yoritomi，”The　Understanding　of　the　Body　in　Shingon　Esoteric
Buddhism，”delivered　at　the　21就Tozai　Shukyo　Koryu　Gakkai　Con㎞n㏄at　Palaceside
Hotel，　Kyoto，　JUIy　22－24，2002，2（unpublished）．
My　idea　of　GOd　as　the　principle　of　loyalty　waS　first　put　forward　in　”Principles　fbr
Interpreting　Christ／Buddha：Katsumi　Takizawa　and　John　B．　Cobb，　Jr”（Buddh　ist－
ChriStian　Studies　3，1983）in　the　following　manner：”My　no廿on　of　loyalty　applied　to　God
may　sound　connotive　of　the　subordination　of（沁d　to　the　metaphysical　ult㎞ate．　But
God，s　loyalty　tO　creativity　or　Emptiness　does　not　mean　his　subOr血atiog　for　it　embodies
the　meaning　of　characterization，　exemplification，　qualification，　or　instantiation　in　the
relationship　of　the　supreme　agentipatient　i　1　the　universe　tr）the　metaphysical　cause　or
p面ciple　of蜘．趣suc瓦it　supremely孤d㎜國ly即re㎜鱈血e㈹tUrely　cases
of　loyalty，　in　the　sense　that　some　particular　individuals　are　loyal　to　some　general
cause（s）．　That　is　to　say，　Godls　loyalty　to　creativity　is　the　ultimate　culmination　of　the
relationship　of　’individuation，　of　particulars　to　the　universal血the　universe．　In　this　sense，
my　use　of止is　notion　fbr　God　is　an　at重empt　at　theological　appropriation　or’apotheosis電of
Josiah　Royce，s　philosophy　of　loyalty．　The　radonale　fbr　the　transference　of面s　nodon　to
God　lies，　I　propose，　in　the　fact　that　God　is　sUpremely　actztal，　whereas　the　metaphysical
ultirnate　is　the　u〃加ersal（if　universaIS，　but　that　the　supreme　actuality　is　related　to　the
universal　of　universals　in　some　unique　fashion．　I　designate　this　unique　fashion　of
relationship，loyalty．10煎）logically，　my　use　of　the　notion　loyalty　fbr　God　presupposes
and　is　underghded　by　the　fact　that　all　actual　entities，　including　God，　ale　loyal　to　the
miversal　of　universals，　creativity　or　Emptiness，’（P．88）．㎞血s　proposal　of　a　lheology　of
loyalty　1　am’predicated　upOn　John　Cobb’s　thesis，　pmesented　in　the誼cle　l℃an　a　Chrisdan
Be　a　Buddhist，　Too？”（laρanese　Religt”ons，10／3，　December　1978，11－2），　to　the　effect　that
℃Od　as　the　Ultimate　actualめ7　is　just　as　Ultimate　as　is　Emptiness　as　ultirna重c　reality．”Yeち
my　sy耳dpOint　is　different丘om　his　in　that　1　am　interested　in　articUla血g重he　way　in　which
the　two　ulimates　are　related　to　each　othe卜rand　this　by　reference　to　God　as　the　principle
of　loyalty　to　creatiVity　or　Emptiness．　M止at　tO　which　G（）d　is　loyal　”the　covenant”or
the　Community　withn　the　context　of　Biblical　theology．1　believe　the　authentic　origin　of
creaturely　faithfUlness　lies　in　God，s　fai舳lness　to　the　covenant　or　the　Commu㎡ty　as　was
so　espoused　by　Royce．
What　in　Whiteheadian　scholarship　corresponds　to　the　Buddhist　idea　of　Emptiness
emptying　itSelf，　in　my　View，　is血e　idea　of（）reativity　as　it　is”Without　a　character　of　itS
own四iPR，31）or　as　it　is”devoid　of　actua藍ity”（PR，7）．　If　creativity　is　devoid　of　a
character　of　its　own，　the　d㎞cterlessness　of　creativity　cannot　and　therefble　should　not
be　conceived　of　as　another　character．　Thus　its　chalacterlessness　is　an　ongohlg　business．
ln　this　resp㏄ちcreatiVity　is　akin　tO　the　Buddhist　notion　of　Emp血ess　emptying　itself　h
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bOth　cases　one　might　be　enticed　to　think　of　some　particular　agency　who　is　involved　in　the
nega亘on　of　a　character　in　respect　to　creativity　or　Empthless．　However，　there　would　be　no
such　agency　at　all，　which　is　the　meaning　of　Empthless　or　creativity．　What　is　at　issue　here
is，　in　K量tam　Nishida量s　words，”determination”without　a”dete㎜並mt．”
It，　I　thhlk，　is　in　accordance　with　this　Leibnizian　spirit　that　Richard　Elliott　Friedman
concludes　his　book　7he　Hidden　Face　of　God（New　York：HarperCollins　PUblishers，
1995）wi出血e　s倣㎝ent血at，，There　is　some　1ikel止ood止at　the　universe　is　the　hidden
face　of　God”（p．284）．　However，　what　is　involved　in　this”is”is　to　be　explained　hl　a
suf五ciently　reasonable　way．　I　think　I　can　find　one　of　the　convhlcing　explanations　of　the
”is”in　what　Paul　Davies　writes　in　the　fbllowing　dictum：”The　development　of　new　fbrms
and　systems　is　subject　to　general　p血ciples　of　organization　that　guide　and　encourage，
rather　than　compe1，　matter　and　energy　tO　develop　along　certain　predetem血ed　pathways
of　evolution．　In　7乃e（rosmic別ueprin’Iused　the　word，p1edestination，　tO　refer　to　these
general　tendencies，　to　distinguish　it　from’dete㎜inism’（which　is　the　sense　in　which
Aqtmas　uses　the　term）．　For　those，　such　as　pmcess　theologians，　who　choose　t∞see　Godls
guidmg　hand　rather　than　genUine　spontaneity　in　the　way　the　universe　develops　ereatively，
then　str）chasticity　can　be　regarded　as　an　eMcient　deVice　through　which　divine　intentions
can　be　carried　out．　And　there　is　no　need　fbr　such　a　God　to　interfere　directly　with　the
course　of　evolution　by’loading　the　dice，，　a　suggestion　1　mentioned　in　passing　in　chapter
5．Gui（㎞ce　can　be　through（廿meless）laws　of　organization　and　information　flow”（Paul
Davies，　Theル伽4　qプGod．・the　Scienti：tic　Basis／b7　a　Ratio〃α1〃「orld，　New　York：
Touchstone　Book，1992，　p．192）．　If”stochasticity”means”being　ski1血1　in　aiming，”I
suspect　that　we　cannot　explain　this　nature　of　Go（L　i．e．，　the”stochastic　mature　of　GOd”as
probably　containing　in　itself　what　Whitehead　designates　as　the　primordial　and
consequent　natUres　of　God　simply　i　1　reference　to　the　persona1　Deity；but　we　have　to　s㏄
㎞to　the　depth　of　the　personal　Deity，　that　is，　hlto　the　intra－trinitarian　Godhead　which　hl
Buddhism　is　identifiable　with　Emptiness　emptying　itSelf，　thereby　retuming　to　the　realm
of　the　personal　Deity．　This　whole　thco－logica1　procedure　1　call　in　the　text　the　pri　lciple　of
God’s　loyalty　in　the　universe　with　three　ramifications：namely，（1）God　is　loyal　to
Emp血ess；（2）Emptiness　ernpties　itself，　and（3）G（Xi　is　the　only　one　in　the　universe　who
can　and　does　actua皿y　evoke　loyalty，　faithfUlness，　and　trust　in　creatules．　This　is　becaur…e
without　Godls　loyalty　to　Emptiness，　that　is，　GOd　an　sたh，　in　minCt　I　cannot　refer　to　and
vindicate　God　as　God　is　skil血1　in　a㎞hlg，　that　is，　God”fbr　us，”in　any　meaning血1
manner－a　point　where　I　find　Davies，s　profbundly　inspiring　and　thorough－going
cosmological　argument　rather　insu缶ciently　equippted　theologically．　However，　this　is　not
the　place　to　develop　my　thesis　regarding　the’曾stochastic　nature　of　GOd”　to　the　fU11．
D．T．　Suzuki，　Essの，s　in　Ztin　Buddhism。、First　Seri°es（New　Yo】rk：Grove　Press，1961），　p．
139．
Martin　Luther，　Lectures　on　Ro〃lans，　ed．　Wilhe㎞Pauck（Philadelphia：The　Westminster
Press，1961），　p．79．（Herea食er　cited　as　LR）
P．T．　Forsyth，跣θ加がcα〃oηof　GOd（London：DuckWonh＆Co．，1916）．（He爬a負er
cited　as　JG．）
In　this　theological　pOsture　1　think　1　am　basically　in　1ine　with　two　of　the　major　orientations
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in　Simone　Weil’s　Christology　appearing　in　her　Maiting　for　God（New　York：G．　P．
Putnam，s　Sons，1951）．　One　orientation　is　related　to　her　understanding　of　the　intra－
Tmitarian　relationality　which　she　expresses　With　these　words：”The　love　between　God
and　God，　which　in　itselfなG（x（1，　is　this　bond　of　double　vh加e：the　bond　that　unites　two
正reingS　so　closely　that　they　are　no　longer　distinguishable　and　really　forrn　a　single　mity
and　the　bOnd　that　stretches　across　distance　and　niumphs　over　infinite　sepafation．　The
unity　of　God，　wherein　all　plurality　disappears，㎝d血e　abando㎜㎝t，　wherein　Christ
believes　he　is　left　while　never　ceasi　lg　to　love　his　Father　perfectly，　these　are　two　forms
expresshlg　the　divhle　vi1加e　of　the　same　Love，　the　Love　that　is　God　himself，（pp．126－
127）．Based　upon　this　view　she　develops　a　unique　cosmology　when　she　says，
”＿．co！Tesponding　to　this　love，　there　is　the　infinite　separation　spread　throughout　the
totality　of　space　and　time，　made　of　mechanically　harsh　matter　and　interposed　betWoen
Christ　and　his　Father．　As食）r　us　men，　our　misery　gives　us　the　infmite豆y　precious　priVilege
of　sharing㎞面s　dis伽ce　placed　be伽een山e　Son　and　his　Fa血er”（P．127）．　The　second
orientation　of　her　Christology　is　to　do　with　how　she　understands（hist’s　obedience　on
the　cross．　She　writes：”In　our　acts　of　obedience　to　God　we　are　passive；whatever
di伍culhes　we　have　to　s㎜o㎜t，　however　great　our　actiVity　may　appear　to　be，血ere　is
nothing　analogous　to　muscular　effbrt；there　is　only　waiting，　attention，　silence，
immobility，　constant　through　suffe血g　and　joy．伽㎝c伽on　of　Christ　is出e　model　for
all　acts　of　obedience．　This　kind　of　passive　activity，　the　highest　of　all，　is　perfectly
described　in止e　Bhagavad一伽and　in　Lao－Tse．　Also　there　is　a　superna加al　union　of
oPPosites，　hannony　hl　the　pythagorean　sense四Φ．194）．　As　is　evident㎞the　texちIcall
this　image　of　a　superna加ral　union　of　opposites　appearing　in　Christ’s　obedience　to　God
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